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RAPID MIXING AND SAMPLING TECHNIQUES IN BIOCHEMISTRY. Edited
by Britton Chance, R. H. Eisenhardt, Q. H. Gibson, and K. K. Lonberg-
Holm. New York, Academic Press, 1964. xii, 400 pp.
The material covered in this volume is the text of a series of papers
presented at a colloquium on rapid mixing and sampling techniques held
in 1964. This reviewer cannot comment on the value of this book for
the expert but it is quite certain that it is of limited value to the bio-
chemist not highly trained in the field of instrumentation. Little effort
has been made by the editors to make this book more comprehensible
to the nonexpert; in fact, their sole visible effort to promote this aim
is in the form of a single explanatory footnote. The organization of papers
within each section appears to be quite random and does little to help
orient the novice. The discussions presented after each group of papers are
occasionally enlightening, but are sometimes made rather cryptic by the use
of undefined abbreviations.
The first part of the book is concerned with methods for rapidly
mixing reagents where the subsequent reaction is usually followed by
direct spectral measurements. The highly advanced techniques presently
available for measurement and recording of spectral changes makes the
mixing process limiting in efforts to extend this method to faster reactions.
The second portion of the book contains papers describing techniques for
the rapid removal and quenching of samples from a reaction mixture.
The major problem limiting the use of this technique is the problem of
quenching the reaction. The second section of the book is therefore
intimately related to the first since the quenching procedure is primarily
a problem of mixing the reaction mixture with the quenching agent.
The principle value of this book to the biochemist who is not familiar
with the subtleties involved in this type of instrumentation is in providing
an awareness of new methods. The actual implementation of these methods
by the nonexpert will require considerably more extensive information than
is provided in this volume.
MICHAEL CAPLOW
Two CENTURIES OF MEMICINE. A History of the School of Medicine,
University of Pennsylvania. By George W. Corner. Philadelphia, J. P.
Lippincott, 1965. ix, 363 pp. $7.00.
With insight and charm, the author has given an interesting and en-
lightening glimpse of an important segment of American Medical history.
In Dr. I. S. Ravdin's foreword to this effectively written and well printed
treasure, reference is made to two ideas of the pioneer John Morgan,
back from Edinburgh around 1765: (1) professors should have sufficient
leisure from the "over hurry" of practice; and (2) approval of the dictum
of the Academy of Surgery of Paris that "we must dive into the bottom
of things by repeated and different experiments, and, as it were, force
nature to yield herself 'up to our inquiries'." Nearly 70 years later, the
author records that Samuel Jackson insisted that medical teaching should
be founded on current scientific knowledge:
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